FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Timeslips Converter latest product offering from TimeSolv
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Eagan, MN July 25, 2017 – TimeSolv, a leading provider of web-based legal billing and practice
management software, has released a new product, the Timeslips Converter, enabling firms using
Timeslips to migrate all their historical data to TimeSolv.
This breakthrough tool solves the main issue many firms using Timeslips face: the inability to move all
their data into a new system.
“We’ve had so many firms using Timeslips wanting to move to a cloud product such as TimeSolv without
losing their historical billing data,” explained TimeSolv CEO Raza Hasan. “We decided to invest in dealing
with Timeslips nuances to successfully migrate historical data from the Timeslips database to TimeSolv.
Trying to address this pain of prospects held hostage by Timeslips led to the creation of Timeslips
Converter.”
Conversion of Timeslips historical data is challenging, and there are inadequate and expensive manual
options. This resulted in hesitation for most law firms who rightfully needed access to their billing
history.
TimeSolv has now successfully migrated historical data for over 30 firms from Timeslips into TimeSolv.
“Our process has become very fine-tuned as we do more conversions and we’re confident that this
product is going to help many firms make the leap from outdated and slow client-server legacy systems
such as Timeslips to more modern, cloud-based solutions such as TimeSolv,” stated Hasan. “In addition
to flexible billing, TimeSolv provides matter management with task budgets, document storage with
document automation, client portal, conflicts check, and task management.”
ABOUT TIMESOLV
TimeSolv helps lawyers and other professionals increase their billable time and get paid faster. TimeSolv
is the most comprehensive, yet easy-to-use cloud time and expense billing software proven since 1999
with over $5.5 billion billed. TimeSolv can be used off line and online. Data can sync bi-directionally
between TimeSolv and QuickBooks. Compatible with PCs and Macs, iPad and other tablets, iPhones and
Android App.
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